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Background

Motivation
• Language models are confined to fixed-sized vocabulary at training-time.

• Vocabulary sets are often incompatible with downstream tasks, especially con-
sidering a cross-domain scenario, due to sub-word overlap.

Datasets

• We consider the cross-domain scenario and use a proxy pretraining dataset for
the cross-domain between the GENERAL and BIOMEDICAL domains.

• For task evaluation, we evaluate on two benchmark datsets: GLUE and BLUE.

Tasks

GLUE Benchmark, picture from https://mccormickml.com/2019/11/05/GLUE/

BLUE Benchmark statistics

Methodology

Main Problems

• Contemporary transformer-based language models use a one-size-fits all vo-
cabulary resulting in morpheme conflation at the sub-word level when used
cross-domain.

• Proposal: Expand the vocabulary size such that such conflation is minimal.
• Compromise: Pretraining must be repeated and vocabulary is a hyper-

parameter that must be tuned to a target cross-domain.

Experiments

We vary (1) the vocabulary size (5000—100,000) and (2) pretraining data in
a transformer to determine the effect of cross-domain overlap on downstream
benchmark tasks.

Jaccard Index and Overlap Proportion.

Results

Average downstream (F1 for BLUE, Acc. for GLUE) benchmark performance

Pretrained Language Model performance of large (L) vocabulary sizes (greater than 50,000) and smaller (S) vocabu-
lary sizes on downstream task.
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Evaluation of biomedical tasks against varied |V |.

Key Findings

• The biomedical domain benefits from combined pretraining data while the gen-
eral domain sees a slight performance reduction.

• Vocabulary size is a hyper-parameter that should be tuned carefully in a cross-
domain scenario.

• Biomedical (specialised) task benefits more from vocabulary separation than
more general tasks.

Future Work

• It is difficult to separate performance from sub-word overlap reduction and an
increase in model parameters. A fixed model size with a variation in cross-
doamin sub-word can further verify these results.
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